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ACCELERATING CANCER RESEARCH INTO ACTION

Created in 2018, the Cancer Research & Analytics
(CR&A) portfolio was conceived as a scientific
investigative hub with a direct line of sight to the
people most closely affected by the disease.
Embedded within Cancer Care Alberta in Alberta
Health Services (AHS) – Canada’s first and largest
province-wide, fully-integrated health system –
CR&A has unique proximity to clinical practice,
raising and answering important patient-focused
research questions across the entire
cancer continuum.

CR&A’S DUAL AND
INTERTWINED GOALS:
1

2

To conduct and
support innovative
cancer research
To provide advanced
analytics expertise to
accurately interpret the
massive health data
assets available within
Alberta and beyond

From discovering more about how the disease starts and progresses, to
better prevention and earlier detection, to providing more targeted treatment
and stronger support for patients, families and caregivers, CR&A researchers
and data experts are exploring impactful, innovative, and sustainable ways
to help people in Alberta who face cancer now, and in the years ahead.
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OUR MISSION

To accelerate knowledge into action to reduce
cancer risk and create better health, experiences
and futures for Albertans facing the disease

WE:
Conduct, support and promote
research and nurture a culture of enquiry
Work close to clinical practice
House critical and massive
data assets that can be linked
Provide expertise to
interpret complex data
Strive to improve the health of
Albertans and the health system itself

CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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Within Cancer Research &
Analytics, we promote, conduct,
and support scientific exploration

STRATEGIC
INITIATIVES
2018-2022
• Build research capacity
by improving access to
Alberta’s cancer data
and analytic expertise
• Guide researchers to
navigate the health system
and support their work,
from initiation to completion
• Investigate cancer
research priorities in
consultation with national
and international experts
• Engage cancer patients and
those who care for them
in research to share their
perspectives and needs

Discover
Support
Accelerate

• Forge partnerships to
enhance funding for
priority cancer research
• Pursue efficient, sustainable
ways to reduce the burden
of cancer
• Move knowledge to action
through collaborations
with cancer agencies,
policy makers and other
key stakeholders
• Evaluate initiatives for
outcome and impact
CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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We aim to discover and
create better futures for
people facing cancer

IDEA
INCUBATION
KNOWLEDGE
TRANSLATION

RESEARCH
& KNOWLEDGE
CREATION

Better cancer
outcomes and
experiences
PATIENT & FAMILY
ENGAGEMENT

Discover
Support
Accelerate

DATA COLLECTION,
CURATION & EXPERT
ANALYTICS
COMMUNICATION

COLLABORATION
& PARTNERSHIPS
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CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS

Working together

DR. PAULA ROBSON
Scientific Director

I believe in the real power of
nurturing a spirit of enquiry and
supporting research within the
healthcare system, and our data
experts are highly qualified to
draw actionable insights from the
information we collect. These are
key to improving the experiences
and eventual outcomes of people
facing cancer in this province. We
Dr. Paula Robson and Amanda Davison

AMANDA DAVISON
Executive Director

are working with frontline cancer
clinicians, and drawing on the
breadth and depth of research
expertise that exists right here in
Alberta, to more easily collaborate
and implement practices that
respect every patient’s perspective.
I am very optimistic about our
ability to creatively meet the
challenges ahead.

Within Cancer Research &
Analytics, we have a unique
opportunity to facilitate, expedite,
and incubate innovative cancer
research. Many of our researchers
work in cancer centres, where
real-world questions arise, and
potential solutions can be tested.
But we know that creative

approaches require support,
through expert analysis of the vast
data, project management, and
clear communication between
researchers and clinicians.
We’re proud that we can act as
a bridge to enable and inspire
great research, for all Albertans
facing cancer.

CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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APPLIED RESEARCH & PATIENT EXPERIENCE

Seeing care through
the patient’s eyes
How do we know how patients
feel about their cancer diagnosis
and treatment? And how can we
learn about the symptoms and
concerns they experience, so care
can be tailored to their needs, and
they can be better supported?
We ASK them.
Within the Applied Research
& Patient Experience team,
researchers are working together
with staff, patients and their
caregivers on a shared mission:
to better measure and record
symptoms, experiences, and
outcomes from the perspective

of those at the centre of it all
– the patients themselves.
Patient Reported Outcomes
(PROs) aren’t just nice to have,
they’re a crucial component
of an individual’s care. By
integrating PROs into the
electronic medical recordkeeping
system, a patient’s voice can
be formally recognized and
acted upon. The result is better
communication with providers,
tailored support throughout
treatment and beyond, and
more control in the hands
of patients.

Virtual appointment between physician and patient

EXAMPLES OF OUR WORK:
• Collaborating with patient
advisors to accurately reflect
a patient’s own experience
• Creating tools to report
patient outcomes and help
patients use their voice to
advocate for their needs,
and inform clinical
symptom management
• Collecting patient
experience data to ensure
a holistic approach to care
• Supporting the rapid
expansion of virtual care;
laying the groundwork
for future virtual care
practices for all patients,
as appropriate

If the goal of healthcare is to
restore the health and wellness
of our patients, healthcare
providers must understand the
unique needs of each person
in our care. Patients are the
expert in their own health. The
best outcomes can be achieved
when the patient plays an active
role in the healthcare team,
sharing how their illness and
its treatment are impacting
their lives, participating in
problem solving and taking
action as required. In this way,
care can truly be tailored and
personalized for each individual.
DR. LINDA WATSON
Scientific Director,
Applied Research & Patient Experience

Patients are
at the centre of
everything we do
CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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It’s completely overwhelming
when you get a cancer
diagnosis. As family members,
we are right there with our
spouse, child or sibling
throughout the course of
treatment. Our team includes
the wonderful nurses,
physicians, and support staff,
and we are partners in this
together. I’ve become a family
advisor to raise the voices of
patients and those of us who
care for them, to help our
perspectives to be recognized
– and considered – every step
of the way.
DON WOOD, HUSBAND AND
CAREGIVER TO SHERRY WOOD

Don and Sherry Wood and son Anderson

CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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APPLIED RESEARCH & PATIENT EXPERIENCE

My Care Conversations app

The app is really incredible,
very user friendly and portable!
Someone can pull it out, say to
a doctor, ‘I am going to record
this’; it’s not cloak and dagger,
it’s all above board. Things
can get lost in translation,
misunderstandings between
patients and physicians, and
this app avoids a lot of that.
I would encourage people to
use it and all the features, to
save and review conversations
with their doctors.
Research shows that patients
may forget up to 80% of health
information discussed at clinic
visits; appointments for a cancer
diagnosis and subsequent
treatment can be especially
overwhelming.
To reduce patient stress and
make it easier to fully record and

review appointments, the Patient
Experience team worked with
patients and physicians to develop
the My Care Conversations
smartphone app. Available free
of charge to all Albertans, the
app has been recognized by
the Canadian Health Standards
Organization as a leading
healthcare practice in this country.

The app is available for free
in your smartphone’s app
store; search for My Care
Conversations.

DIANE HUBAND
Patient Advisor Living with
and Beyond Colorectal Cancer

CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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APPLIED RESEARCH & PATIENT EXPERIENCE

We listen to patients
Photo courtesy of the Alberta Cancer Foundation
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ALBERTA CANCER CLINICAL TRIALS

Clinical trials offer
tomorrow’s treatments today
Alberta Cancer Clinical Trials (ACCT) offers essential support to clinical
trials, including investigator-initiated trials (IITs) conducted within cancer
centres in the province.

Clinical trials
offer tomorrow's
treatment today

THE ACCT
TEAM:
• Promotes broad awareness
of cancer clinical trials
• Provides online information
listing available clinical trials
in Alberta

Our team helps
make these
groundbreaking
trials happen

• Works hand-in-hand with
patient and family advisors
for critical feedback
• Boosts financial support for
groundbreaking research trials
by collaborating with strategic
partners and coordinating
funding requests

Trials range from international,
multi-centre studies to smallerscale IIT projects initiated and
conducted by local cancer
scientists, whose clinical practice
has identified a real-world
research question to investigate.

Thanks to generous and ongoing
funding from the Alberta Cancer
Foundation, these home-grown
research projects have improved
care for cancer patients in
the province.

CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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ALBERTA CANCER CLINICAL TRIALS

DATA FOR APRIL 1, 2018 THROUGH MARCH 31, 2020

208
2,134
19

NUMBER OF
NEW TRIALS
OPENED

NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS
ACCRUED

NUMBER OF
INVESTIGATOR-INITIATED
TRIALS FUNDED
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ALBERTA CANCER CLINICAL TRIALS

Clinical trials offer leading
edge therapies that wouldn’t
be available otherwise
Until we have a cure, clinical trials will always be the
lifeblood of cancer treatment. For our Investigator-Initiated
Trials (IITs) in particular, these research questions emerge
from frontline clinicians who see patients every day. All of
the financial support from the Alberta Cancer Foundation –
and additional support from Cancer Research & Analytics
– really matters.
DR. DANIEL HENG
Head, Medical Oncology
Tom Baker Cancer Centre
TOM BAKER CANCER CENTRE

At the Cross Cancer Institute we run interventional clinical
trials, meaning a patient will receive treatment under
careful supervision and strict oversight, with the results
carefully recorded. Thanks to our highly specialized and
experienced staff, and support from funders, over the last
decade we have made many great advances in cancer
care, including increasing the cure rate for melanoma,
and improving breast cancer outcomes.
DR. JOHN MACKEY
Director, Clinical Trials Unit
Cross Cancer Institute
CROSS CANCER INSTITUTE

I feel proud of myself that I’ve
done it, and happy that it may
give someone else some hope
and the same wonderful results
that I’ve had. I’ve been on the
trial more than 18 months;
my cancer is much reduced,
I’m less tired, and I’ve been
able to spend time with my
grandchildren. I’d encourage
anyone who is offered the
chance to participate in a
clinical trial, to do so!
LINDA SOLTYS
Clinical Trial Patient since 2018

For more information go to
albertacancerclinicaltrials.ca
or email acct@ahs.ca
CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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EXPERIMENTAL ONCOLOGY

New ideas
		 are born here
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EXPERIMENTAL ONCOLOGY

Explorers at work
WHERE NEW IDEAS ARE BORN AND TESTED

Within Experimental Oncology,
scientists are navigating two
main streams of work: discovery
research into the primary
differences between cancer
cells and normal cells, and
translational research exploring
how cancer prevention, diagnosis
and treatment discoveries can be
moved into practice.

Embedded within Edmonton’s
Cross Cancer Institute,
Experimental Oncology
researchers have regular
contact with patients, and with
medical physicists, pharmacists,
oncologists, surgeons, and other
cancer scientists within academic
institutions like the University of
Alberta and University of Calgary.

The result is fertile ground for
raising and exploring new research
questions that emerge in everyday
clinical practice.
Cancer occurs when changes
to the genes within cells cause
uncontrolled cell growth or
division. Our scientists are working
to understand how genes and
changes in DNA might affect the risk
of developing cancers of the breast,
brain, skin, and blood. We also
work on prostate cancer, childhood
cancers, and colorectal cancer.

We are fortunate to work within
a comprehensive cancer centre
with the resources to carry out
state of the art cancer research;
at the Cross Cancer Institute it
is true teamwork, with students,
technicians, post-doctoral
fellows, research associates
and scientists working together
to improve our understanding
and treatment of cancer.

EXAMPLES OF
OUR WORK INCLUDE
THE STUDY OF:
• Repair of DNA damage
caused by ionizing radiation
and chemotherapeutic drugs
• Epigenetics – how external
factors such as diet, age, or
drug exposure – may affect
the genes involved in cancer
• Viruses that target tumours,
and their potential for
treating cancer
• Membrane transporters
(proteins which help
molecules enter or leave
cells) and their role in drug
transport and resistance

DR. ROSELINE GODBOUT
Director, Experimental Oncology

CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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EXPERIMENTAL ONCOLOGY

Senior experimental oncologist and
University of Alberta professor Dr. Michael
Weinfeld is part of a team developing
nanoparticles to help deliver diagnostic
or therapeutic agents directly to a
tumour while bypassing normal cells
If you can physically target
treatment right to the tumour
cells, leaving healthy cells
untouched, or make cancer
cells more sensitive to radiation
and cancer drugs, that’s what
we’re after. Finding those key
differences between the two
types of cells. This kind of work
is enabling precision medicine,
where specific treatments can
be much more effective for
different patients.
DR. MICHAEL WEINFELD,
EXPERIMENTAL ONCOLOGIST

Photo courtesy of the Alberta Cancer Foundation
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EXPERIMENTAL ONCOLOGY

Letting scientists see cancer
CELL IMAGING FACILITY
Housed within Edmonton’s Cross
Cancer Institute, the world-class
Cell Imaging Facility plays a major
role in helping researchers view
the most minute objects. More than
15 different platforms, including
several light microscopes, and
one electron microscope are
here, enabling 3-dimensional
visualization of molecules in

cancer cells, including those
involved in DNA damage and repair.

collaborated with more than
a thousand colleagues.

Available for researchers within
Alberta Health Services, the
University of Alberta, or for hire by
external scientists within Canada
and beyond, the shared resource
supports hundreds of research
projects and has trained and

Among the many notable research
projects is the discovery and
study of several human nucleotide
transporter proteins, one of which
has become a biomarker for
breast cancer treatment and is
now in a Phase 3 clinical trial.

Like stargazers, we are cell
gazers. We help researchers
examine not just the individual
molecules in cells, but how
those molecules work together
as a functional, living group.
We need that higher level view
to truly understand how healthy
cells, and those in a disease
state, function.
DR. XUEJUN SUN
Manager, Cell Imaging Facility

Confocal microscope image
of solid tumour showing
areas of low oxygen (in
green), which are highly
resistant to chemotherapy
and radiotherapy. Novel
staining method developed by
Dr. Michael Weinfeld’s team,
Cross Cancer Institute
CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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CANCER EPIDEMIOLOGY & PREVENTION RESEARCH

Reducing cancer
burden through innovative
epidemiologic research
Cancer Epidemiology &
Prevention Research (CEPR)
scientists are focused on reducing
cancer burden at the population
and individual level. Studying
the population at large, they
use a broad range of data –

including demographic, medical,
biologic, genetic, and physiologic
data as well as information
on lifestyle, occupational and
environmental exposures – to
track how cancer develops
and how risk may be reduced.

Through observational and
experimental studies, CEPR
research spans the entire
cancer continuum from etiology
and prevention, through to
treatment and survivorship.

We are conducting nationally
and internationally-recognized
research that is delineating
the causes of cancer and how
we can reduce the burden
across the entire continuum
from prevention through to
survivorship. Our research
is being used by cancer
agencies worldwide to develop
guidelines, programs and
policies with the aim of creating
a future without cancer.
DR. CHRISTINE FRIEDENREICH
Scientific Director,
Cancer Epidemiology
& Prevention Research

The first way to fight 		
cancer is prevent it...

Learn more about CEPR’s
ongoing research at cepr.ca

CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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CANCER EPIDEMIOLOGY & PREVENTION RESEARCH

MAJOR
PROJECTS
INCLUDE:
The ComPARe study,
examining the number of
cancer cases in Canada now and
to 2042, that could be prevented
through modifiable factors like
diet, physical activity, obesity
and smoking, infectious elements
and environmental exposures
The Alberta Moving Beyond
Breast Cancer (AMBER)
cohort study, that is examining
how physical activity and fitness
are related to long-term survival
after breast cancer

Addressing higher cancer
rates in Indigenous Peoples
by assessing participation in
breast, cervical and colorectal
cancer screening programs

Evaluating the impact of
carcinogenic exposures,
such as radiation, chemicals, or
exhausts, in the workplace to
reduce the risk of cancer

The Alberta Adolescent
and Young Adult Cancer
Survivor Study is following almost
25,000 young cancer survivors
diagnosed between the ages of
15-39, to assess their long-term
healthcare needs and outcomes

Examining the impact
of obesity, physical
activity and sedentary behavior
on future cancer risk and patient
outcomes in cancer survivors,
in particular the value of
exercise as “prehabilitation”
for better survival through
cancer treatment

We are working together
		 to improve care and outcomes

Cancer in adolescence and
young adulthood (AYA) is
important to study because
these individuals fall in the
crack between pediatric
and adult oncology, and
face unique challenges due
to being diagnosed during
critical development, social,
and reproductive years. By
engaging AYA cancer patients
in our research, we are working
together to improve care and
outcomes – from diagnosis to
survivorship and palliative care
– for both the patient and their
support networks.
DR. MIRANDA FIDLER-BENAOUDIA
Research Scientist,
Cancer Epidemiology
& Prevention Research

Learn more about:
ComPARe: prevent.cancer.ca
and AMBER: amberstudy.com
CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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MOVING DATA TO ACTION

Explore
Analyze
Connect
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MOVING DATA TO ACTION

DATA DELIVERS EVIDENCE TO DRIVE BETTER CANCER PREVENTION AND CARE

Information is the new currency in healthcare,
building knowledge which propels action to
improve patient outcomes.

Great data creates
evidence which
leads to knowledge
and action

Collecting and using high-quality, reliable
health data – and drawing accurate
conclusions from massive, complex
databases – requires expertise.

Advanced
analytics expertise
is necessary to
decipher trends
in cancer data

Within Cancer Research & Analytics,
experienced scientists are gathering
and analyzing data on health and lifestyle,
cancer incidence, diagnoses, treatment,
and survivorship to better support people in
Alberta facing cancer today, and in the future.
CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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ALBERTA’S TOMORROW PROJECT

Building data for better
cancer prevention and care
As the largest health
research cohort study in
western Canada, Alberta’s
Tomorrow Project (ATP) has
created a vast data repository
from its 55,000 participants.
Billions of points of data
have been gathered, on
health history, lifestyle,
genetics, and environment,
allowing researchers to
examine what causes and
what might help prevent
cancer and chronic diseases.
Further, more than 99%
of ATP participants have
consented to linkage of their
personal health care information
with administrative databases,
enabling deep exploration
into environmental exposures,
primary care and hospital usage,
treatment, prescriptions and
resulting health outcomes.

MAJOR
PROJECTS
INCLUDE:
Supporting provincial
research which revealed
almost half of cancers in Alberta
could be prevented through
modifiable lifestyle factors

Collaborating with the
national Canadian
Partnership for Tomorrow’s
Health (CanPath) consortium
as a founding scientific partner

Supporting international
microbiome study
examining gut metabolites and
their relation to chronic diseases

Creating a Participant
Advisory Committee
to ensure the views of
participants are respected
in new study initiatives

Our participants offer
details that are not typically
captured elsewhere, about
diet, physical activity, sleep,
tobacco, environmental
exposures, and more, at
multiple time points. When
researchers combine this
information on the same
participants over decades
with other health surveys
and databases, a much more
detailed picture emerges of
the factors that can contribute
to diseases like cancer in
positive or negative ways.
DR. JENNIFER VENA
Scientific Director,
Alberta’s Tomorrow Project

CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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ALBERTA’S TOMORROW PROJECT

2B

GROWTH OF DATA POINTS SINCE 2000

Alberta’s Tomorrow Project
has created a massive data
repository, making cancer
research easier to
do in Alberta
21M

160M
35M
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ALBERTA’S TOMORROW PROJECT

50 years of study
Alberta’s Tomorrow Project
(ATP) was established in 2000
to support research into what
causes and what may prevent
cancer and chronic disease.
ATP recruited 55,000 men and
women between the ages of 35
and 69 years, from towns and
cities across the province, to be
followed for the next 50 years.
Qualifying participants had no prior
malignant cancers at enrollment.

Regular behaviours are tracked
in repeat questionnaires, offering
insight into long-term and evolving
health-related habits and activities.
Blood and urine were donated by
a majority of participants. Over
time, repeat collections will offer
a resource of pre- and postdiagnosis biosamples for study.

ATP’s lifestyle
data can be linked
with other databases
to create a more
accurate picture of
disease prevention
or progression

ATP is a world-class resource that has allowed me to
tackle large studies much earlier in my career than I could
have otherwise. I’ve used stored ATP biospecimens and
other tumour samples to look more closely at which risk
factors affect tumour biology and cancer development
in breast and colorectal cancer.
We’re only able to do this because ATP already collected
blood samples years ago and has such extensive survey
data on lifestyle, nutrition, residential history, etc. Time
has to elapse before cancer occurs, and ATP has
already made the investment in time.
DR. DARREN BRENNER
Molecular Epidemiologist & Assistant Professor,
Cumming School of Medicine, University of Calgary

Researchers studying risk
factors for cancer and chronic
disease can apply for access
to ATP’s rich resource of data
and biological samples.
Contact ATP’s Access team
at atp.research@ahs.ca
For more information about the
platform and ongoing research,
please visit myatp.ca
CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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ALBERTA’S TOMORROW PROJECT

It’s an area that I love and
I’m pretty passionate about
it. You can be helping people
in the future, our future
generations. Down the road
they are going to have all this
health information. These
long-term studies are the
ones that give us so much.
RAMONA PARENT-BOYD AND
HUSBAND MALCOLM BOYD,
ATP PARTICIPANTS SINCE 2012

Photo courtesy of Crown Photography & Film
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ALBERTA CANCER RESEARCH BIOBANK

Collection and storage of
valuable cancer specimens
The Alberta Cancer Research Biobank (ACRB) is a
comprehensive resource available to researchers for the
collection, processing, storage, and distribution of high-quality
biospecimens, with a mission to facilitate transformative
cancer research and lead innovations in biobanking.
The ACRB houses both
open-access and investigatordriven collections from a variety
of cancer types, including blood
fractions, frozen tissue, Formalin
Fixed Paraffin Embedded (FFPE)
blocks, Tissue microarrays (TMAs)
and live-cell collections. The ACRB
will help investigators to consent,
collect and process high-quality
samples for cancer research.

Open-access biospecimens
complete with clinical data linkage
are available, by application, to
qualified researchers to support
progressive cancer research.
ACRB provides the safest
possible storage for these
invaluable sample collections
within a secure, state of the art
facility. Each sample within the
ACRB is treated as if it holds

the key to improving cancer
diagnostics, treatment
and outcome, thanks
entirely to the thousands
of participants who have
selflessly donated
biospecimens to
support research.

Biobanking is an essential tool
in cancer research. It provides
both the samples and clinical
information necessary for
meaningful and transformative
research across the continuum
of cancer prevention, early
detection and treatment. It
is the goal of the ACRB to
assist researchers to obtain
these high-quality tools that
are so needed to improve the
treatments and outcomes of
Albertans living with cancer.
DR. KATHRYN GRAHAM
Manager,
Alberta Cancer Research Biobank

CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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ALBERTA CANCER RESEARCH BIOBANK

The gifts from patients to the
ACRB, be it their tissue, blood or
other donation, are essential to
ongoing, cutting edge research.
These valuable materials are
essential to addressing questions
relating to the biology of organs
and whole persons. In my
research, we are able to study
how cancer starts and spreads,
as well as find new molecules
(biomarkers) that may predict
a person’s risk for cancer
recurrence. Access to these
materials keeps the ideas flowing!
DR. CARRIE SHEMANKO
Arnie Charbonneau Cancer Institute

It starts here

Information about the program
and access guidelines for
researchers is available at acrb.ca
CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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ALBERTA CANCER REGISTRY

Recording cancer
cases since 1942
The Alberta Cancer Registry
(ACR) holds the legal mandate to
record and maintain data on all
new cancer diagnoses and cancer
deaths in the province. Since the
ACR was established in 1942,
almost one million cancer cases
have been registered.
Critical data from the ACR is used
to support the planning of effective

prevention, treatment and
research programs throughout
the province.
By recording individual cancer
cases and cancer-related deaths
over several decades, the ACR
also provides data that supports
the comparison of cancer rates in
Alberta with those across Canada,
and in other countries.

The ACR is certified by the North
American Association of Central
Cancer Registries (NAACCR).
Based on the completeness of
data, timely reporting, and other
data quality measures, the ACR
has maintained the highest Gold
Certification status since 2005
– the only registry in Canada
to have done so.

Once diagnosed...
all data is tracked here

Everyone in Alberta who
has been diagnosed with
cancer, or passed away from
it, is recorded in our registry.
Our cancer data is of the
highest quality because of the
experience and attention to
detail of our coding and staging
experts who interpret complex
and detailed medical charts.
Researchers and other key
stakeholders know they can rely
on accurate information from
the registry for tracking cancer
cases, and program planning.
CINDY NIKIFORUK
Manager, Alberta Cancer Registry

CANCER RESEARCH & ANALYTICS PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
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SURVEILLANCE & REPORTING – FUTURE DIRECTION
LABORATORY
SERVICES

DIAGNOSTIC
IMAGING

ALBERTA’S
TOMORROW
PROJECT (ATP)

PHARMACY

ARIA
MEDICAL
ONCOLOGY
ARIA
RADIATION
ONCOLOGY

PATIENT
REPORTED
OUTCOMES (PROs)

AHS ENTERPRISE DATA
WAREHOUSE (EDW)
INTEGRATED CANCER DATA
ENVIRONMENT (ICDE)

CANCER
SURGERY
ALBERTA

AMBULATORY
AND OUTPATIENT

CONNECT
CARE

PHYSICIAN
CLAIMS/BILLING

HOSPITALIZATION
AND DISCHARGE

ALBERTA
CANCER
REGISTRY
(ACR)
ALBERTA
CANCER
RESEARCH
BIOBANK
(ACRB)

ALBERTA
THORACIC
ONCOLOGY
PROGRAM
(ATOP)

Researchers with data
inquiries should contact
acb.cancerdata@ahs.ca
For more information, or to
request detailed cancer statistics
for Alberta, visit the Surveillance
& Reporting website
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SURVEILLANCE & REPORTING

Deciphering critical cancer data
Surveillance & Reporting (S&R)
analysts are experts at tracking
and making sense of extensive
clinical, operational, and patient
outcome data related to cancer.
Thanks to more than 130 years
of collective expertise, these
data sleuths assist in the
interpretation of cancer rates,
outcomes for leading treatment,

trends in patient visits to hospitals,
and more.
Surveillance & Reporting analysts,
epidemiologists and statisticians
work with researchers within and
outside of Alberta to navigate an
ever-expanding sea of complex
data, and extract valuable insights
from their findings. Whether

conducting research for
Cancer Care Alberta (CCA),
or facilitating that of external
scientists and government health
officials, S&R’s advanced analytics
team provides the solid evidence
and collaborative interpretation
required to support better
cancer prevention, diagnosis,
and treatment.

We extract actionable 				
insights from clinical data

Demands for accurate
cancer data are increasing
in number and complexity,
as researchers strive to better
understand, diagnose and
treat the disease, and health
system administrators predict
which services are needed
to care for cancer patients
in the years ahead. Whether
it’s providing data leading to
patients being treated closer
to home, or informing planning
for the new Calgary Cancer
Centre, our expert analysts
enable evidence-based decision
making to reduce the burden
of cancer for Albertans.
BETHANY KAPOSHI
Acting Director,
Surveillance & Reporting
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DATA INTEGRITY & INTEGRATION

Ensuring high quality and
usability of Alberta cancer data
High calibre cancer care depends on the
accuracy and reliability of the data gathered
during the course of a patient’s cancer journey
– from diagnosis and treatment, to follow-up
and supportive care. Ensuring the data is of the
highest quality is the aim of the analysts within
Data Integrity & Integration (DII).
With feedback and input from frontline clinicians,
DII creates tools, such as questionnaires and
on-demand dashboards and reports, in order to
facilitate easy access to cancer patient data. DII’s
ultimate goal is to support quality improvement,
foster more consistent cancer care across the
province, and provide comprehensive and usable
information to practitioners and researchers.

DII
RESPONSIBILITIES
INCLUDE:
• Collaborating with Cancer
Care Alberta (CCA) data
stakeholders to identify
data requirements
• Understanding how cancer
patient data is captured
and used by frontline staff
and clinicians
• Developing processes
and reports to assure
quality of raw data
• Collaborating within
AHS to integrate various
data sources into CCA’s
data warehouse for
secondary use such
as operational planning,
quality improvement
and research

Data input
into ARIA
questionnaires

Integrating patient reported
outcomes (PROs) data to
support patient care

Supporting reporting
to monitor overall
system performance
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DATA INTEGRITY & INTEGRATION

Upcoming: Integrated
Cancer Data Environment
Anticipation of new and
emerging opportunities in
collecting, warehousing, and
analyzing cancer patient data
is the inspiration behind the
upcoming Integrated Cancer
Data Environment (ICDE). ICDE

will streamline data integration,
access, and usability across
several existing platforms and will
be developed by Cancer Research
& Analytics in collaboration with
AHS Data and Analytics and
other key stakeholders. The new

data environment will capitalize
on the ongoing implementation
of Connect Care, a provincewide clinical information system
(CIS) which will provide a single
electronic health record (EHR)
for every AHS patient in Alberta.

We focus on
accuracy of data

We’re focused on ensuring both
the accuracy and usability of
our cancer data, by performing
quality assurance and by
developing analytics tools that
enable CCA staff to use the
data and effectively improve
processes and practices to
ensure optimal care for people
facing cancer.
JASON SMITH
Manager,
Data Integrity & Integration
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HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH

Bigger data reveals
better care for patients
Health services research
explores how drugs and other
treatments perform in large
patient populations; essentially,
how well the system serves the
patients who depend upon it.
Here, real-world evidence reveals
how medications and other
interventions work for people
of all ages, with additional
conditions beyond cancer,
rather than in clinical trial
study populations alone.

Alberta is one of the few provinces
with a team established to closely
examine the effectiveness of its
cancer system. As the provincial
director for Health Services
Research within Cancer Research
& Analytics, Dr. Winson Cheung
and his colleagues study evidence
gathered from electronic medical
records and other huge health
databases – cancer registries,
pharmacy records, and patient
reports on symptoms and quality

of life – to learn how existing
processes can be improved to
better inform cancer care. They
are real-world outcomes: why
a disease occurs, what unfolds
beyond a diagnosis, and what
may lead to its return.
The ultimate goal is to ensure
that all those needing cancer
care get it, in the most timely,
compassionate, and appropriate
manner possible.

MAJOR PROJECTS
INCLUDE:
• Facilitating data pooling
between provinces to generate
nation-wide, generalizable
cancer statistics for easier
access by researchers
• Exploring differences between
urban and rural cancer care in
Alberta, to ensure that patients
have timely access to testing
and treatment regardless of
where they live

• Showing that pancreatic
cancer patients were not
being regularly referred to
cancer centres for treatment,
and conducting outreach
to encourage referrals by
family physicians
• Examining how frequently
patients with breast, lung,
colon or prostate cancer
receive computed tomography

(CT) scans after cancer care
to compare with national and
international standards
• Collaboration with artificial
intelligence companies to pull
key information from physician
notes and images like CT
scans, eliminating the resourceintensive and costly step of
manually collecting and entering
data from patient charts

Clinical trials are extremely
valuable for testing new drugs,
or new interventions, but by
design they represent only
about 5-10% of the population.
Real-world evidence looks at
the other 90-95%, to examine
the treatment outcomes and
experiences of people we
actually see in our clinics.
This practical approach
complements clinical trial
research, helping us understand
how new treatments can be
used to best effect for the
patients we see every day.
DR. WINSON CHEUNG
Provincial Director, Health Services
Research & Real-World Evidence
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FUTURE HORIZONS

Well on our way...
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FUTURE HORIZONS

Looking ahead...
The future is bright

Great ideas
start here

Our Cancer Research & Analytics team has made significant progress
since its inception in Summer 2018. Still, there is much work to be done.
Our portfolio is made up of
passionate and highly skilled
experts inspired to improve
outcomes and experiences for
people facing cancer. We do
this by generating and applying
evidence gleaned from our close
work with patients, caregivers,
clinicians and others, to address
challenging real-world problems.
We will continue to build on the
groundwork laid since 2018, by
consulting diverse stakeholders
to identify priority areas of focus,
and strengthening partnerships
to accelerate the generation and
implementation of new knowledge
across the continuum – from
understanding more about
cancer biology to providing the
best care possible for people
living with cancer.

We look forward to telling
you more in the months ahead
about promising new areas of
research being launched right

here in Alberta, along with
news of all the important work
happening within our portfolio.

Many aspects of cancer are
yet to be understood, but
we are unlocking pieces of
the puzzle every day. The
development of an overall
culture of enquiry and curiosity,
and the continued nurturing of
research-practice partnerships
with full participation of patients
and people in their circles of
care, will take us a long way
towards lessening the burden
for people in Alberta who are
facing cancer.
DR. PAULA ROBSON
Scientific Director,
Cancer Research & Analytics

As a central scientific and
analytic hub within Cancer Care
Alberta, we are ideally positioned
to conduct and support the
most innovative and relevant
cancer research and expert
data analysis in the country.
I am excited to see where
our collective efforts take us.
AMANDA DAVISON
Executive Director,
Cancer Research & Analytics
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CANCER
RESEARCH
& ANALYTICS

This is just
the beginning...
Find more information
about Cancer Research
& Analytics here
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